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Now Featuring
Tw o o f t h e
Largest Shays
Ever Built!

7¼" or 7½" Gauge

Lima Locomotive Works builder’s photo of Western Maryland Railway Shay #6 in 1945.

Western Maryland Greenbrier, Cheat
Railway #6
& Elk RR #12
The last Shay built by the
Lima Locomotive Works

A 150-ton 3-Truck Shay that became the
largest Shay when re-built into a 192-ton
4-Truck Shay

Please visit our web site at:
www.LocoGear.com

How to Get Started with Help from LocoGear
Why Build a Shay?
The Shay locomotive has captured the attention
of railroad enthusiasts for over 100 years with its
geared power transmission system. The Shay became the favorite locomotive among the logging and
mining industries because of its great power and agility to traverse steep inclines and rough trackage.
Among live steamers, the Shay has been popularized by the writings of Kozo Hiraoka. However,
Kozo’s Shays and the only other Shay castings commercially available for the live steam builder from
Ken Schroeder, are for the lighter duty Shays. Many
live steam builders have wanted to build a Shay that
can pull more and be large enough to ride.
LocoGear is now offering castings for two of
the largest Shays ever built! The parts listed in this
catalog can be used to build two prototype Shays: the
Western Maryland Railway #6, and the Greenbrier, Cheat & Elk Railroad #12. Both Shays are
about eight feet long and weigh in at about 800
pounds each. The GC&E #12 can also be built as a
four-truck Shay, adding two additional feet in length
and another 150 pounds in weight.

Historical Background
These two Shays are noteworthy because of their
shear size. The GC&E #12 was originally built as a
150-ton three-truck Shay in 1921. That was very
large Shay back then. In 1933 it was enlarged at the
Cass, West Virginia shops of the GC&E into a fourtruck Shay, probably becoming the heaviest Shay
ever. The WM #6 was built in 1945 as a 162-ton
three-truck Shay, also one of the largest ever built at
the Lima Locomotive Works. The WM #6 only operated in service for five years and then in 1953 was
placed in the B&O Railroad Museum in Baltimore
for 30 years. The GC&E #12 was scrapped at the
Cass shops in 1955 following a wreck in 1942.
Ironically, the WM #6 is currently operational at the
Cass Scenic Railroad.
Not only are the operational histories of these
two Shays tied together, but they have mechanical
ties as well (see comparison chart on page 5). When
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Lima designed the WM #6, they drew heavily upon
their experience with GC&E #12. Many of the
drawings for Order Number 510 (WM #6) are revisions of earlier drawings for Order Number 329
(GC&E #12). The trucks on these two locomotives
are virtually identical.
Many of the parts that were common to both
WM #6 and GC&E #12 were made by Lima from
the same casting patterns. Comparing the Master Index of Drawings of these two Shays finds a total of
110 casting patterns that are common to both, although some had minor revisions made to the them
when used to cast parts for WM #6. These two Shay
locomotives were literally fashioned from the same
molds.

LocoGear Castings
Although the LocoGear castings were originally intended for WM #6, many of the castings can
also be used to build GC&E #12, just as Lima used
many of the same casting patterns for both Shays.
However, not all of the castings necessary for
GC&E #12 are currently available. Most notably
absent are the slide valve cylinders and cylinder
frames. Many other parts, however, if not exact, can
still be used with confidence to make a good replica.
The castings available from LocoGear are designed for 1½" scale. All of the castings can be used
for either 7¼" or 7½" gauge. On a Shay, the difference in gauge can simply be made in the axles.
The iron used for LocoGear’s castings is ductile
iron. This is the same formula that is used for casting
the beds of lathes and milling machines. This is not
just “Gray Iron” which is the bottom of the ladder in
iron castings. LocoGear castings are a couple of
steps up from there.
At LocoGear we believe that a live steam model
locomotive should be built following the prototype as
closely as possible. Great care has been taken to research the parts in this catalog before the patterns
were made. We have followed traditional pattern
making practices, which have added greatly to their
integrity. Every attempt has been taken to follow the
original engineering drawings.
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On the Web - E-mail - Scale Drawings
Resources from LocoGear
LocoGear has developed several avenues to
provide additional information and technical support
for the builders of WM #6 and GC&E #12, which
we hope will help you successfully make this live
steam model. These include the LocoGear web
site, an e-mail list, the LocoGear Technical Bulletins, and LocoGear scale drawings.

tive. If you would like to be added to this list, please
let us know by sending an e-mail to:
jjohnson@LocoGear.com
Western Maryland Railway Shay #6
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LocoGear Website
The LocoGear web site has much information
about its castings as well as the prototype Shay locomotive. There are also photos provided by builders
of their live steam Shays under construction. We invite you to visit the LocoGear website at:
http://www.LocoGear.com

LocoGear E-Mail List
An e-mail list devoted to the WM #6 and the
GC&E #12 is available for those wanting to participate in a lively discussion. There are several people
on the list whom have not yet started their locomoLocoGear 2008 Catalog

In a effort to provide scale drawings for the
model builders, LocoGear has created these drawings with 1½" = 1'-0" scale dimensions. Although the
prototype drawings available from Allen County Historical Society (ACHS) and California Railroad Museum (CSRM) are extensive, not all drawings used to
build the WM #6 or the GC&E #12 have survived to
the present. See LocoGear Technical Bulletin-05,
a list of all known original drawings for both the
WM #6 and the GC&E #12 held by both ACHS and
CSRM. See LocoGear Technical Bulletin-07 for
list of all scale drawings offered by LocoGear .
Most prototype drawings can be used by simply
dividing the dimensions by eight to build the model.
However, LocoGear has reengineered many of the
parts for the model builder to make the model part
stronger or simpler to make without compromising
appearance or functionality. With such modifications, the scale drawings for the castings offered by
LocoGear may be necessary for the model builder
to understand the manufacturing intent when the
casting patterns were made.
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LocoGear Tech Bulletins and Other Resources

LocoGear Technical Bulletins
The LocoGear Technical Bulletins are designed to provide critical information and step by
step instructions for machining the many parts
needed to construct a live steam model of the WM
#6 or the GC&E #12. Each LocoGear Technical
Bulletin includes pictures of the part being made and
also photos of the prototype part, and in some cases
plans of the part and any jigs or fixtures necessary to
make the part. Several LocoGear Technical Bulletins also provide prototype information about the
Shays. LocoGear Technical Bulletins are provided free of charge to anyone requesting them. You
may also download copies of each LocoGear Technical Bulletin from the LocoGear web site. Also,
available for download on the LocoGear web site is
a 55-page Master Index of all parts used to build the
original WM #6 listing the drawing or card number,
quantity and production notes.

Prototype Drawings
Fortunately for the live steam model builder,
many of the original drawings used to build both the
Western Maryland Railway #6 and Greenbrier,
Cheat & Elk #12 were saved from destruction and
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are available from either the California State Railroad Museum (CSRM) or the Allen County Historical Society (ACHS). Although the combined drawing
collections of both museums pertaining to WM #6
and GC&E #12 are incomplete, nearly all of their
major drawings are available.
The CSRM Library’s collection includes over
60,000 original drawings for many of the locomotives built by the Lima Locomotive Works, not just
the Shays. The CSRM Library also has an extensive
collection of books, manuscripts, photographs and
papers pertaining to all aspects of railroad history.
The CSRM Library's collections do not circulate.
The ACHS also has an extensive collection of
Lima Locomotive Works related materials including
drawings and builder photos. Their drawing collection includes those formerly available from George
Kadelak, and portions of the P.E. Percy collection
from Jim Mengals.
To order copies of drawings from either museum,
you should first contact them and obtain their drawing order form and discuss their fees. LocoGear
Technical Bulletin - 05 lists 376 drawings for WM
#6 and 254 drawings for GC&E #12 that are known
to be available from each museum. However, it is
not necessary to obtain every drawing listed to build
a live steam model of either WM #6 or GC&E #12.
Also included are lists of drawings we recommend to
be a “basic set” needed to build a live steam model of
that Shay locomotive.

LocoGear Contact Information
At LocoGear we want to respond to your needs
and are interested in providing the castings for your
locomotive project. If you need castings for other
geared locomotives, including other Shays, Willamettes, Climaxes, and Heislers, please let us know.
We are always looking to expand our product line of
live steam geared locomotive castings.
-John D.L. Johnson
LocoGear
3879 Woods Walk Blvd.
Lake Worth, FL 33467-2359
www.LocoGear.com
jjohnson@LocoGear.com
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Resources for Shay Information
California State Railroad
Museum
111 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 323-8073
Original Plans available

Allen County Historical Society
620 West Market Street
Lima, OH 45801
(419) 222-9426
Original Builders Photos and
Plans available

Prototype Data for WM Ry #6 and GC&E RR #12

Shop Order Number
Construction Order Number
Wheels
Completed/Modified
Cylinders (3)
Weight on Drivers
Tractive Effort
Length
Height
Wheel Base
Truck Wheel Base
Valve Gear
Valve
Boiler Pressure
Grate Area
Fuel
Tender Water Capacity
Fuel Bunker
Super Heater
Max. Grade
Sharpest Curve
Frame
Journals
Power Reverse
Gear Ratio: 20 teeth on pinion, 49 on gear rim
Max. Speed
Cab
Original Price
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Western Maryland
Railway #6

Greenbrier, Cheat &
Elk RR #12 as Built

3354
510
48Ǝ dia. X 7Ǝ tread
4/30/1945
17Ǝ dia. x 18Ǝ stroke
324,000 lbs.
59,740 lbs.
65ƍ-6½Ǝ
15ƍ-2ǫƎ
49ƍ-0Ǝ
5ƍ-8Ǝ
Stephenson
Piston 9Ǝ dia. x 4¾Ǝ
max. stroke
200 psi
114Ǝ x 61¼Ǝ
Coal (Bituminous)
6,000 gal.
9 tons
Yes
10%
22° 30ƍ
Riveted Structural
Steel
Brass 8¼Ǝ dia. x 10Ǝ
Alco Type G
2.45

3156
329
48Ǝ dia. X 7Ǝ tread
3/11/1921
17Ǝ dia. x 18Ǝ stroke
308,000 lbs.
57,540 lbs.
65ƍ
15ƍ-11¼Ǝ
49ƍ-0Ǝ
5ƍ-8Ǝ
Stephenson
Slide

22 mph.
Steel
$105, 045

200 psi
114Ǝ x 61¼Ǝ
Coal (Bituminous)
6,000 gal.
9 tons
Yes

GC&E RR #12
with Fourth
Truck

6/13/1933
392,000 lbs.
74ƍ-7Ǝ
62ƍ-8Ǝ

12,000 gal.

I-Beam
Brass 8¼Ǝ dia. x 10Ǝ
2.45

Steel
$54,034
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LocoGear Parts List and Descriptions
Cylinder Parts
187-A-5017

Bottom Bracket
6
1 Required
The Bottom Bracket is the frame upon which the
steam engine is built and holds the crankshaft. It is
what gives the Shay its distinctive style with the
three openings on its side for the crank shaft counterweights to rotate.
314-A-5030
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Cylinder Frame
3 Required

The three Cylinder Frames rest directly on top of the
Bottom Bracket. They hold guide the cross heads and
support the Cylinders and Valves. The top of the cylinder frame becomes the bottom cylinder head where
the piston rod exits the cylinder.

317-A-5009

6

Cylinder & Piston Valve
3 Required

The prototype of the Cylinder and Piston Valve was
a 17” dia. x 18” stroke cylinder and a 9” piston
valve. This part was cast with a 1 3/4” piston core
and a 7/8” valve core. The casting has the internal
steam channels cast into it between the cylinder and
valve cores.

942-A-5103
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Valve Stem Cross Head
Guide Bracket
3 Required

The Valve Stem Cross Head Guide Bracket is a
small bracket that holds the rocker in the valve link
motion and hangs on the side of the Cylinder Frame.
This part and others in this assembly can be found on
the Link Motion plan 583-A-5008.
6
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Truck Parts
A general truck plan for WM #6 is found on plan 939-C-5002.
933-C-5066

6 aB

Right Truck Frame
3 Required

The Right Truck Frame is on the gear side.

933-C-5067

6 aB

Left Truck Frame
3 Required

Left Truck Frame is on the non-gear side.

933-C-5069

6 aB

Journal Box
6 Required

The Journal Box is on the gear side and also holds
the line shaft with its pinion. Lima used brass friction bearings on their Shays. The photo on the left
shows the front of the journal box. The round disks
on either side show the position of the line shaft.
The photo on the right shows the back of the journal
box where the axle enters the journal box and the
surface that comes in contact with the wheel.
933-B-5064

6 aB

Truck Pedestal
6 Required

The Truck Pedestal is a frame in which the left side
journal box rides up and down. The journal box is
fabricated.

933-A-5169
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Cap
6 Required

The Cap is attached to the Truck Pedestal and holds
the lateral wheel axle wedge and screw that adjusts
the mesh of the gear teeth on the other side of the
truck.
LocoGear 2008 Catalog
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932-A-5229

Truck Frame Yoke
6 aB
2 Required
The Truck Frame Yoke is a bracket on the front of
the front truck and the rear of the rear truck. It connects the ends of the truck frames and allows the
truck to swing around and under the coupler (draft
gear) pocket.
953-A-5014

6 aB

Wheel Center
12 Required

The Wheel Center casting is large enough to include
material for the wheel tire and flange so the entire
wheel can be one piece. However, a steel tire could
be made as Lima did and pressed onto the wheel center machined down to the specifications on the original plan. The front or outside of the wheel is shown
on the left with the square spoke bottoms and the
back or inside of the wheel is shown on the right
with the round spoke bottoms.

Line Shaft & Coupling Ring Parts
743-B-5143

Slip Coupling (Short)
6 aB
(upper left)
1 Required
The 7Ǝ Square Shafts and Slip Couplings allow the
line shafts to slide when the trucks swivel while
maintaining power transmission to the trucks.
742-C-5461

742-A-5464

6 aB

7Ǝ Square Shaft (Short)
(upper right)
1 Required

742-B-5466

7Ǝ Square Shaft (Long)
(lower right)
2 Required

743-B-5143

Slip Coupling (Long)
(lower left)
2 Required

6 aB
6 aB
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Line & Crank Shaft Coupling
6 aB
(center)
6 Required
The Line & Crank Shaft Coupling is a small yoke
which is attached to each end of the crank shaft and
to the ends of the line shafts.
743-A-5142

Coupling Ring (upper center)
6 aB
12 Required
The Coupling Ring is universal joint. Lima designed
this as a two piece ring, but because that design can
not be machined in this scale, the coupling ring has
been redesigned into a three piece ring. A central ring
can be machined from steel bar stock and then two
Coupling Ring castings are bolted to the central ring.
A scale drawing (743-A-5142) is available to explain
this new design.
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Miscellaneous Parts
373-A-5026

6 aB

Draw Head
2 Required

The Draw Head is the coupler head pocket.

483-A-5071
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Frame End Casting
1 Required

The Frame End Casting is located at the tender end
of the locomotive frame and is where the tongue of
the tender draw bar is attached to the locomotive.

482-A-5085

6 aB

Frame Boiler Saddle
2 Required

The Boiler Saddles (number unknown) are two
curved brackets that rest on top of the front engine
frame bolster and cradle the boiler to the frame.

Parts in Development
There are other parts for Western Maryland #6
which we anticipate will become available soon for
the boiler. These will include the Exhaust Drop
Pipe (444-A-5000) which is the pipe that brings the
steam exhaust to the bottom of the smoke box. Also
the Steam Pipe Manifold (794-A-5001) and the ExLocoGear 2008 Catalog

haust Pipe Manifold (447-A-5000) which supply
steam to and exhaust from each cylinder. Also a
pipe which exits steam from the super heater out of
the smoke box. The Smoke Stack is also nearly
ready.
9

Model Construction Photos
(Top Right) Engine Frame, Cab and
Tender of WM #6 nearly completed by
John Johnson.
(Top Left and Bottom Right) Engine
section completed by Gordon Carlson.

(Bottom Left) Crossheads,
Connecting Rods and bearings
by Al Vangura.
Center Right) Right Journal
Box casting machined and partially assembled, by Jim Salmons.
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(Top Left) Grinding Crank Shaft by Al Vangura.
(Top Right) Line Shaft by Jim Salmons.
(Center Left) Left Truck frame machined and assembled as seen from inside, by Jim Salmons.
(Center Right) Rear Truck by Jim Salmons.
(Bottom Right) 49-tooth Ring Gear machined by
Robert Calhoon.
(Below Left) Copper boiler sheets for WM #6 being
fitted by Paul Smitherman.
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Rough Ductile Iron
Castings
Quantities Listed below
are for Western
Maryland Ry. #6
Three - Truck Shay

Price List for Shay Castings
Lima Part
Number
Part Name
Cylinder
Parts
187-A-5017
Bottom Bracket
314-A-5030
Cylinder Frame
317-A-5009
Cylinder
942-A-5103
Valve Stem Crosshead Guide Bracket
Truck Parts
932-A-5229
Truck Frame Yoke
933-A-5169
Cap
933-B-5064
Truck Pedestal
933-C-5066
Right Truck Frame
933-C-5067
Left Truck Frame
933-C-5069
Journal Box
953-A-5014
Wheel Center
Coupling Parts
742-A-5464
7" Square Shaft (Short)
742-B-5466
7" Square Shaft (Long)
742-C-5461
Line & Crank Shaft Coupling
743-A-5142
Coupling Ring
743-B-5143
Slip Coupling (Short)
743-B-5143
Slip Coupling (Long)
Miscellaneous Parts
373-A-5026
Draw Head
483-A-5071
Frame End Casting
482-A-5085
Boiler Saddle
Totals:

Total
Quantity Weight
Weight
Total
Needed (Pounds) (Pounds) Price Per Price Per
Per Shay Per Part Per Shay
Part
Shay

1
3
3
3

32
7.6
7.7
1.6

32
22.8
23.1
4.8

$135.00
$40.00
$40.00
$10.00

$135.00
$120.00
$120.00
$30.00

2
6
6
3
3
6
12

2.6
0.8
2.5
7.7
5.4
2.4
11

5.2
4.8
15
23.1
16.2
14.4
132

$15.00
$10.00
$15.00
$45.00
$45.00
$15.00
$45.00

$30.00
$60.00
$90.00
$135.00
$135.00
$90.00
$540.00

1
2
6
12
1
2

1.4
1.8
0.7
0.9
0.9
1.1

1.4
3.6
4.2
10.8
0.9
2.2

$10.00
$12.00
$7.00
$7.00
$10.00
$12.00

$10.00
$24.00
$42.00
$84.00
$10.00
$24.00

2
1
2
77

2.2
5.1
1.1

4.4
5.1
2.2
328

$15.00
$30.00
$45.00
$45.00
$10.00
$20.00
* $1,774.00

* Prices DO NOT Include Shipping Charges.
* Orders subject to applicable sales tax.

Please contact us prior to placing an order
so that shipping charges and any applicable
taxes can be calculated.
Please visit our web site at:

LocoGear
John D.L. Johnson
3879 Woods Walk Blvd
Lake Worth, FL 33467-2359

www.LocoGear.com
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